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Introduction: Among the carbonaceous chondrites, the CV3 

chondrites exhibit one of the most diverse and complex records 
of nebular and asteroidal processes. The oxidized CV chondrites, 
represented by two subgroups, the Allende-like (CVOxA)and Bali-
like (CVOxB) groups show significant evidence of fluid-rock in-
teractions [1,2]. The style and degree of alteration experienced 
by CV3OxA chondrites is variable and, in some cases, may be 
transitional between CVOxA and CVOxB, such as in MET 00430 
[3,4]. Here we present new SEM and FIB/TEM observations of 
MET 00430 in an effort to constrain its alteration history. 

Results: Type I chondrule silicates in MET 00430 show only 
minimal evidence of thermal metamorphism with narrow rims of 
Fe-enrichment on olivine phenocryst rims. However, primary 
metal in all chondrules has been almost entirely replaced by 
magnetite-sulfide assemblages. In one glass-rich type IAB 
chondrule, the mesostasis has been partially replaced by a fine-
grained intergrowth of porous Fe-rich phases. The matrix in MET 
00430 is highly compact and in some regions shows the devel-
opment of a fabric around chondrules. FIB/TEM analysis shows 
that the matrix is dominated by ferroan olivine (Fa34-39), with a 
complex and heterogeneous microstructure. On a micron scale 
the olivine occurs as elongate, euhedral grains with a high porosi-
ty between individual grains. These regions are intermixed with 
regions of anhedral, interlocking olivine grains that range in size 
~100 nm up to 2 µm in size. Larger, fractured elongated olivines 
up to 3 µm in length are also present. Locally, regions of olivine 
occur with high dislocation densities and a texture that suggests 
they have undergone crushing during compaction. Regions of 
nanophase sulfides (10-100 nm) occur between olivine grains and 
can occur in elongated zones up to 3 µm in length. No 
phyllosilicates have been found as yet. 

Discussion: The characteristics of MET 00430 matrix are 
distinct from any CV3 chondrite matrix studied to date by TEM 
[5-7]. The matrix olivines are less FeO-rich than those in CVOxA 
matrices and the abundances of sulfide and magnetite appear to 
be elevated. The matrix has a highly disequilibrium microstruc-
ture, indicating that it has escaped significant metamorphic re-
crystallization, also consistent with the presence of common 
nanophase sulfides. Instead, the matrix characteristics appear to 
be dominated by a record of hydrothermal growth of olivine, 
coupled with extensive sulfidization. Further textural heterogene-
ity appears to have resulted from crushing and compaction, pos-
sibly as a result of low intensity shock event(s).    
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